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Evaluating ESG Bonds—
What’s Behind the Label
Greenwashing risks underpin importance of assessing
an ESG bond’s credentials.
KEY INSIGHTS
■ The market for environmental, social, and governance (ESG)‑labeled debt has
grown rapidly, a trend we expect to continue as governments and companies
step up their efforts to meet climate and social goals.
■

■

A lack of global compulsory standards and criteria for issuing debt with an
ESG‑related tag leaves investors vulnerable to greenwashing, however.
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To help mitigate this risk, we have built a proprietary framework to evaluate the
quality and credentials of an ESG‑labeled bond.

T

he market for debt issued
with an environmental, social,
and governance (ESG) focus
has grown rapidly in recent years
to become a significant feature
of today’s fixed income investing
landscape. While we are encouraged
to see companies and governments
undertaking green and social
projects eligible for ESG‑labeled
bond financing, caution is warranted.
This fast‑growing, yet still nascent,
category has proven vulnerable to
greenwashing—where some securities
convey a false impression or provide
misleading information about the
environmental credentials of an
organization’s products, services,
and investments. Furthermore, not
all green, social, sustainability, and
sustainability‑linked bonds are created
equal or have adequate safeguards
in place to ensure that their proceeds
will indeed target sustainable activities.
For these reasons, we do not feel that

it is appropriate to just accept a bond
as “sustainable” based solely on its
label. A robust ESG bond framework
is vital, therefore, to help evaluate the
credentials of an ESG‑labeled bond.
Rapid Growth in ESG‑Labeled
Issuance Set to Continue
Since the issuance of the first
green bond in 2007, the market
for sustainable finance has grown
considerably and broadened to
include social, sustainability, and
sustainability‑linked bonds. In
2021, for the first time ever, more
than USD 1 trillion worth of bonds
were sold for the purpose of either
financing specific environmental/
social projects (green, social, and
sustainability bonds) or for general
purposes (sustainability‑linked bonds)
where the structure is linked to the
issuer’s achievement of a predefined
ESG target.
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What’s Behind the Label
Understanding ESG‑labeled bonds

Green

Social

Sustainability

Sustainability‑Linked

Bond
Structure

Use of proceeds allocated
to environmental projects.

Use of proceeds allocated
to social projects.

Use of proceeds allocated
to environmental and
social projects.

Use of proceeds for general
purposes, including a
change in the financing
condition (e.g., coupon
step‑up if sustainability
objectives not met).

Example
of Projects

Renewable energy, energy
efficiency, green buildings,
clean transportation,
wastewater management,
climate change
adaptation.

Food security and
sustainable food
systems, socioeconomic
advancement, affordable
housing, access to essential
services, affordable basic
infrastructure.

Similar to those in
green and social bonds
categories. Renewable
energy, food security,
affordable housing, etc.

Not project based, but
structure typically ties to
issuer‑level Sustainability
Performance Targets.

Source: T. Rowe Price.

...strong investor
demand for ESG
investments and
flexible standards
have created
an environment
that issuers can
potentially exploit.
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Behind the rapid growth is insatiable
demand from investors who are
keen to gain exposure to more
ESG‑conscious investments. This has
led to a so‑called greenium where
investors are willing to pay more for an
ESG‑labeled bond than the plain-vanilla
equivalent, despite both carrying the
same level of credit risk. According to
T. Rowe Price analysis, investment‑grade
ESG bonds denominated in euros
typically trade at a premium of
around three basis points over vanilla
bonds, while U.S. dollar‑denominated
ESG‑labeled debt trades, on average,
around six basis points more expensive
than non‑ESG equivalents.1
Surging investor demand makes
ESG‑labeled bonds an increasingly
cheaper form of financing and should
continue to entice issuers to bring
new deals to this market. Furthermore,
companies and governments are under
growing investor, community, and
regulatory pressure to transition toward
a low‑carbon economy and improve on
issues, such as social inequality. For
these reasons, we expect the market for
ESG‑labeled bonds will continue to grow.

Wariness About Greenwashing
Risks and Materiality
With ESG‑labeled bonds expected
to continue growing in both size and
complexity, it is critical to understand
the various nuances of this market.
While ESG‑labeled bonds offer potential
new opportunities for investors to
diversify and gain exposure to more
ESG‑conscious investments, there are
several unique challenges in this market.
First, strong investor demand for ESG
investments and flexible standards have
created an environment that issuers can
potentially exploit. For example, there are
signs of companies selling ESG‑labeled
bonds for environmental/social projects
that lack credibility or, in the case of
sustainability‑linked bonds, companies
set targets that are either easy or have
already been achieved.
Second, there is a lack of detail in the
principles that companies use as a
guide for issuing labeled debt. Although
not compulsory, the large majority of
companies follow the International Capital
Market Association (ICMA) guidelines

As of March 31, 2022.
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Investors Are Paying a Higher Price for ESG‑Labeled Debt
(Fig. 1) Spread of non‑green bonds to green bonds
Greenium for USD and EUR Investment‑Grade Corporates Over Time
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Source: Bloomberg Finance L.P. Analysis conducted by T. Rowe Price.

...we have built
a proprietary
framework, which
helps us evaluate
the quality and
authenticity of
ESG‑labeled bonds.

for issuing each category of ESG debt—
the Green Bond Principles, the Social
Bond Principles, the Sustainability Bond
Guidelines, and the Sustainability‑Linked
Bond Principles. These are both vague
and lack specific environmental and
social project category details. This
leaves a lot of room for different
interpretations by companies, which
raises the risk of potential greenwashing.
Third, there’s concern about
ESG‑labeled bonds potentially lacking
“additionality” or positive ESG impact.
For example, issuing a green bond for
operational expenditures on renewable
energy procurement that was already
taking place does not constitute a
new green investment nor does it
achieve additionality. Another worry is
sustainability‑linked bond structures that
allow an issuer to recall the bond before
its sustainability target measurement
date or where the coupon step‑up for
missing the target is immaterial.
More Robust Evaluation With a
Dedicated ESG Bond Framework
For these reasons, it’s vital to diligently
assess an issuer’s ESG credentials
when it brings a new bond deal to the
market. That’s why we have built a
proprietary framework, which helps us
evaluate the quality and authenticity of

ESG‑labeled bonds. This helps identify
“greenwashed” and “social washed”
bonds and also helps us ascertain
whether we should pay the greenium
associated with the security.
As part of our approach, our analysts
conduct in‑depth research, including
reviewing external resources such
as company reports, data, and bond
documentation to garner information
that could potentially influence our
investment decision (either positively
or negatively). We also incorporate
datasets we have built in‑house,
including our in‑house Responsible
Investing Indicator Model (RIIM).
Crucially, our framework assesses the
credibility of ESG‑labeled bonds across
four pillars:
■

■

Issuer ESG Profile
Framework, Standards,
and Verification

■

Use of Proceeds

■

Post‑Issuance Reporting

First, we evaluate the issuer’s ESG
profile by utilizing RIIM, which creates
a responsible investing profile for
approximately 15,000 companies.
We also examine the issuer’s
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ESG‑Labeled Bonds—Evaluation Framework
Four pillars are key to our assessment

ISSUER
ESG PROFILE

POST‑ISSUANCE
REPORTING

§ RIIM score

§ Detail on reporting plans

§ Environmental and social
commitments

§ Availability of audit report
for allocation and/or
impact reporting

ESGLabeled
Bond
USE OF PROCEEDS
§ Credibility of use of proceeds
or sustainability performance
targets (SPTs)
§ Unallocated proceeds
§ Refinancing
§ Time frame
§ Provisions for unmet SPTs

FRAMEWORK, STANDARDS,
AND VERIFICATION
§ Alignment to International Capital
Market Association
§ Second‑party opinion verification
§ Governance structure for
project selection

As of April 30, 2022.
Source: T. Rowe Price.

environmental and social future targets
at this stage to understand if the issuer
has science‑based targets or is aligned
with the Paris Agreement carbon targets.
Second, we look for alignment with
industry standards. This includes the
ICMA principles, the EU Green Bond
Standard, and whether the issuer has
obtained a Second‑Party Opinion—an
independent verification that assesses
alignment of an issuer’s ESG bond
framework and use of proceeds with the
relevant market principles. At this stage,
we also examine the issuer’s governance
structure that oversees the environmental
or social projects financed. Here, a
sign of good practice is some form of
sustainable finance committee with
oversight and responsibility for the project
selection process.

In the third pillar, we assess the
credibility and ambition of the issuer’s
financed project and examine how
proceeds will be managed throughout
the life of the bond. Here, we have
created a proprietary Credibility
Guidance Model, which helps us
ascertain whether green or social
projects are credible across the
ICMA’s 10 environmental project
categories and six social project
categories. Another important area of
focus within this pillar is transparency
around the lookback period. This is
when an issuer is using proceeds to
refinance environmental/social projects,
they should indicate the number of
years that they will look back to for
environmental or social projects that
are already funded.
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For sustainability‑linked bonds, the
use of proceeds pillar examines the
ambitiousness and materiality of
sustainability performance targets, in
addition to the target measurement
date and the size of the coupon
step‑up if these targets are not met.
The final pillar in our framework
examines the issuer’s post‑issuance
reporting. Here we assess whether the
issuer has provided sufficient allocation
and impact data in its reporting. We are
also looking for whether an external audit
report has been obtained by the issuer.
Following our thorough assessment,
each pillar is assigned a score, which
contributes to an overall score for an

issuer’s labeled bond framework. This
is displayed in our internal research
database, which analysts and portfolio
managers can access on their
desktop. As illustrated in the ESG Bond
Framework Template, a rating of red,
orange, or green represents a view
on the overall attributes of an issuer’s
labeled bond framework.
The quantitative set of scores is an
integral part of our evaluation process
for ESG‑labeled bonds as it helps us
quickly identify positive or negative flags,
such as potential greenwashing or a
lack of materiality. This score influences
whether the labeled bond will make it
into a portfolio.

ESG Bond Framework Template
Scoring a corporate issuer’s ESG‑labeled bond framework
ESG BOND RATING

—

Not Applicable

■

Medium Flags

●

No/Few Flags
High Flags

Issuer RIIM score

 Issuer ESG Profile

Environmental and/or social targets/commitments?
Aligned framework with ICMA?
Obtained climate bond standard or intent for EU Green Bond Standard?
Second-Party Opinion (SPO) verification?
Does SPO provide rating/shade on framework?

 Framework, Standards,
and Verfication

Governance structure?
Proceeds or sustainability performance targets credible?
Commitment on unallocated proceeds?
Refinancing allowed? Lookback period?

Use of Proceeds

Allocating proceeds within time frame?
Provisions in case proceeds ineligible/SPT fails?
Measurement date for sustainability performance targets?

—

Post‑Issuance
Reporting

—

Sufficient information reported?

—

Obtained audit report?

The hypothetical example provided is for illustrative purposes only and is not to be construed as investment advice.
Source: T. Rowe Price.
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ESG‑conscious investing is now firmly
embedded in the fixed income space.
But as we have outlined, this strong
demand dynamic from investors has
created an environment that can be
exploited by issuers. These bonds are
self‑labeled and lack global enforceable

rules, which leaves investors vulnerable
to possible greenwashing. That’s why
it’s critical that we thoroughly assess
each ESG bond through our proprietary
framework and use that assessment to
inform investment recommendations.
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T. Rowe Price focuses on delivering investment management
excellence that investors can rely on—now and over the long term.
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